
TOP PRIORITY, MATTER CONCERNS PUBLIC-INTEREST 

 

To  

Mr. Pranab Mukherjee, 

Hon’ble President of India, 
Rashtrapati Bhavan, New Delhi. 

Ref. No. AUM Mod-Sc.: 790                                              Dated 27th July, 2012 
 

Respected Sir,    

 

SUB :             INTRODUCTION OF ‘ MODERN-SCIENCE ’→ NEW CONCEPT 
                    FOR MONSOON RESTORATION, TACKLING WEAK ECONOMY  
                  AND EFFECTIVE TRANSFORMATION FOR OUR WEARY PLANET. 

 

With due respect to your Excellency I wish to draw your kind attention to  an 

imperative concern of Public of India who are being subjected to extreme 

hardships due absence of normal Monsoon/Rains in the country. Besides, Your 

Highness is well aware of the weak Economy prevailing in our country, and; 

also the need to revive our Planet which is undergoing various adversities of 

multiple nature, threatening existence of normal Life & functions upon Earth. 

 

At this important evolutionary juncture; I wish to introduce the most valuable 

wealth of our country, in terms of precious ancient wisdom to formulate into a 

totally new discipline to be termed as: MODERN-SCIENCE. This concept of 

Modern-science would also contain precious segments of Natural-sciences i.e. 

that portion of Spirituality which remained obscured before our eyes and also 

abstained from useful perception & purposeful applications in respect to our 

Conventional-science, for the past several thousand years due to ignorance.  

 

Conventional-science: as we are well aware is the outcome of scientific 

practices of past which has indeed done good for our civilization, but; now a 

time has arrived when it is unable to deliver more to eradicate the various 

adversities posing before Life on this Planet. Whereas, Spiritual-science: is 

that portion of our planetary-wisdom which contains the most valuable 

TREASURE required for onward progress of our Planet, henceforth.  The finer 
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secrets of nature which remains latent is more pronounced within contents of 

ancient Indian scriptures. Additional Energy now needs to be extracted and 

supplemented into application to benefit our civilization & planetary existence. 

 

I humbly submit to state that I have established a formula by which the two 

disciplines i.e. Spiritual-science & Conventional-science could be appropriately 

integrated together to establish the proposed newer concept of Modern-

science. Such improved concept contains the possibility by which various 

unending Modern-problems of this Modern-world of ours could be controlled. 

The same also needs to be incorporated into our existing Education system. 

 

By virtue of such necessary integration it would be possible for us to 

immediately obtain additional input of ENERGY (prana) from the Cosmic 

store-house. Energy is the most vital factor which controls the function of 

every existence on this Planet. More Energy means more output from all 

natural resources/products i.e. the plants will yield better crops, trees more 

fruits, soil with more minerals and oil etc. in other words every natural 

product’s availability within our planet could be increased suitably. Such 

enhancement of natural-products would consequently yield more jobs, better 

Economy, improved climate conditions, timely Rains etc. all resulting towards 

wondrous Joys, hope and contentment for global public. This Energy 

augmentation technique is a highly specialized process which I am confident 

to have it skilfully accomplished. For this, I pray to seek your kind cooperation 

in conjunction with the masses /governing authorities of India; so as to have 

its implementation expedited without any delay towards the New Beginning.  

 

Indeed there are numerous revered sages worldwide who could be 

approached to either collectively of individually perform & demonstrate the 

objectives of this bulletin; failing which, I humbly pray to be given a chance to 

undertake this task & exhibit the Power of the Creator. Mere yogic physical / 

breathing exercises, meditation, wisdom has been practiced enough in our 



country since ages which indeed helps an individual with his physical-body & 

mind maintenance, as a normal routine function, but; time now demands for 

something much more advanced which could alleviate the various on-going 

crises within this Modern-world & living conditions of humankind, globally. 

Most respectfully I would also like to remind Your Excellency that our ancient 

Indian heritage’s wisdom of Human Spiritual-science needs to be awakened 

and its associated Energy brought into suitable applications. This was the 

main objective of Swami Vivekananda who aspired to build a new Dynamic 

India, a resurgent India using the Power contained in her Latent Spiritual 

Wisdom; the time has now come to activate that action towards that 

esteemed Vision of the great sage, under the learned competence and kind 

cooperation of Your Excellency; in welfare & good interest of the Public of 

India. In Your Excellency’s recent swear-in ceremonial-speech Your Lordship 

had applauded the role and importance of India’s great visionary - Swami 

Vivekananda; time now demands that all theoretical contents in books & 

scriptures be brought into purposeful practice enabling all to transcend to 

higher planes of Human Consciousness. God has awarded Your Excellency 

with this opportunity to show the True Power of India to the rest of the 

ignorant world & help each individual and Life on this Planet evolve efficiently. 

 

Most humbly I state that I possess a background with proven record of past 

where I accomplished extraordinary feats. Besides matchless credentials as an 

Air-India pilot, I am also a graduate in Aeronautics. I was the only pilot in this 

world to have detected TWO technical Design defects in the Airbus aircraft 

and prepared the most comprehensive Fog Flight-Operations Training Guide; 

all these aspects have been certified & confirmed by designated authorities of 

French Govt. in writing [it is not an easy task to get such distinctive 

commendation from a company like the Airbus of France]. My various other 

unique achievements as a thorough professional, a human with clean & good 

moral conduct is available on record which could be also assessed by a 

competent board to confirm & ascertain the veracity of my submissions. 



Moreover, I have an exemplary experience of about 35 years of intensive 

research oriented deep-study into Spiritual-science & allied wisdom pertaining 

to enhanced human capability & its proper implementation for human welfare.  

 

I intend to start my work with bringing in an immediate relief to the Indians 

by restoring the failed monsoon system, resurrecting the weak Economy and 

thereafter perform various demanding tasks i.e. controlling Global warming, 

Ozone layer rebuilding controlling earthquakes, floods, diseases and other 

such valuable intents, as mentioned in the objective section of my site 

www.divinekripa.in   There is a grave possibility that the next monsoon may 

be even worse, if such reality remains ignored as this is a natural process of 

Nature; so termed as extinction of products/ species, when disrespected. 

 

I reiterate before all concerned to emphasize the Truth that our conventional-

science cannot progress any further alone without suitable coalition of 

Spiritual-science in order to meet the much outgrown demand & challenges of 

common Public-interest contained in this contemporary world of ours today. 

By Duty & Responsibility, we all need to come forward and contribute our 

efforts towards a global concern for our Planet’s destiny, before it gets late. 

Thanking you, 

Yours truly  
 

Capt. P.N.Sharma                                 
3226 / 21-D, Chandigarh.    pn1sevak@yahoo.com     (m): 9815002322.   

 
Copy to: The various Hon’ble global Dignitaries, Senior officers of Govt. of 

India, NGOs, CBI/CVC, society groups and esteemed citizenry: with a sincere 
prayer to please encourage my pleading by giving me a chance to 

demonstrate the Power of Divine intercessions, as; there is nothing to lose but 

much to gain in favour towards welfare & progress of every existence upon 
this Planet. My proven past matchless credentials on record should enable me 

to earn the sought opportunity & try this novel concept and bring immediate 
relief upon humankind in every respect to improve living standards.  

Copy of my previous correspondence is attached wherein my various concerns 
were indicated which needs perusal. I continue to work with the noble-spirit to 

serve the country as a simple messenger (sevak) of God; anyone and 
everyone can get close to the Creator, it is very simple & a great experience. 

http://www.divinekripa.in/


MATTER CONCERNS PUBLIC-INTEREST 

 

To  

Mr. Pranab Mukherjee, 

Hon’ble President of India, 
Rashtrapati Bhavan, New Delhi. 

 
Ref. No. AUM/ Appmnt: 793                                              Dated 30th July, 2012 
 

Respected Sir,    
 

SUB:     REQUEST FOR AN APPOINTMENT REGARDING SOLUTION TOWARDS  
             TIMELY RECOURSE FOR REVIVAL OF MONSOON & OTHER ASPECTS 

 

With due respect to your Excellency I wish to draw your kind attention to my 

letter dated the 27th instant  wherein I have indicated a suitable proposal for 

Divine intercessions towards instant relief for our country,( its receipt ack. by 

your president’s secretariat vide No. PRSEC/E/2012/10276 dated the 27.07.12). 

 

In regard to its contents I wish to quote the Vital extract of the speech 

presented by Your Highness during your President-ship’s swear-in ceremony 

on the 25th instant in context with Swami Vivekananda’s Vision, as : 

“ As Swami Vivekananda in his soaring metaphor said, India will be raised, not with 

the power of flesh but with the power of the spirit, not with the flag of destruction, 

but with the flag of peace and love. Bring all the forces of good together…… ” 

 

The Power of the SPIRIT is the most vital element which needs to be 

awakened now to bless our country reeling under various types of adversities 

today. Your kind Excellency belongs to Kolkata (Bengal) which is the State of 

a precious flow of concentrated Spirit of Patriotism & Wisdom. It is the Land of 

Power of goddesses (Bhadro-Kali & Durga). This rich soil of India has 

produced many great youths, martyrs & Sages such as Shri(s) Rabindra Nath 

Tagore, B.C. Chatterjee, S.C.Bose, Swami Vivekananda, and; the Greatest 

Pearl of India – Sh. Aurobindo Ghose (whom the world would only understand 

after achieving an evolved consciousness). [ I humbly state that I too had the 



privilege to have spent my entire childhood at Kolkata, studied at St. Mary’s, 

Dum Dum, from class 0 to VIII, till 1966]. I am fully aware of the vibrant 

SPIRIT of Talent & National-Mindedness which flows in the streets of Kolkata.  

Respected Sir, today Your Lordship is blessed with an opportunity to initiate 

the process of bringing-down the quoted ‘ SPIRIT Power ’ into purposeful 

applications for the world to witness the possessions, capability, power, 

fortitude & wisdom of India; which unfortunately yet remains  veiled at these 

awful times of global hardships & adversities thrust upon our Planet. 

 

The awful claws of Evil must be neutralised in order to allow Nature to 

accelerate beyond the stagnated evolution towards the threshold of the next 

ERA full of: hope, purpose, joy & contentment. Your Excellency has the Power 

to activate the commencement of the New Beginning. Please exhibit You 

Excellency’s faith in God and make the most astounding & correct decision 

soon which contains widespread welfare, interest and progress of Humanity. 

 

I most humbly pray before your Kind Excellency to kindly accord me an 

appointment to explain the technique as to how those long cherished visions 

of the various ‘Great Noble Souls of India’ could be accomplished. The time is 

well ripe now for That Power & its associated Spiritual-Wisdom i.e. the 

greatest Treasure of our Mother-land to be unleashed; for the world to realize 

and benefit from the True excellence, potential & sovereignty of our great 

country, India. 

 

Vandemattram ! 

 

Truly yours 

Capt. P.N.Sharma                                 
3226 / 21-D, Chandigarh.    pn1sevak@yahoo.com     (m): 9815002322.   

 


